
Technical Writing: Preliminary Self-Assessment

My name is

Instructions

In each area, let me know where you are. Don’t worry
about evidence; just use your informed judgement.

Plans

This semester, my primary writing project will be

If needed, my emergency backup writing project will
be

Thoughts and feelings

I am aware of how my thoughts and feelings affect
my writing ◦ reliably

◦ most of the time

◦ sometimes

◦ seldom

◦ never

Active waiting

To get ideas about what I might write, I can use
active waiting ◦ reliably

◦ most of the time

◦ sometimes

◦ seldom

◦ never

Prewriting

Prewriting helps manage the cognitive burden of
planning what to write. Prewriting is typically
recorded in an archival form (paper or a com-
puter) so that a writer can revisit it without
having to remember everything. I can do this

◦ reliably

◦ most of the time

◦ sometimes

◦ seldom

◦ never
These are the prewriting techniques I can use effec-
tively:

These are the prewriting techniques that I have tried
that I may soon be able to use effectively:

These are the prewriting techniques that I have tried
but do not expect to be able to use effectively:

These are the prewriting techniques that I have not
tried but wish to try:

Drafting

Once I have my prewriting, I can produce a Shitty
First Draft ◦ reliably

◦ most of the time

◦ sometimes

◦ seldom

◦ never

Editing

Fill in just one circle, but check every square box that
applies.

Editing with subjects, verbs, and objects

◦ I am confident that

◦ I think that

◦ I am unsure if

I can usually choose subjects, verbs, and objects
by considering Who did What to Whom

� On my own text

� On another student’s text

� On a published text

� I’m not yet able to do any of the texts
above, but I understand how it was done
in class.

Editing with information flow

◦ I am confident that

◦ I think that

◦ I am unsure if

I can usually rearrange parts of sentences to im-
prove the flow of information from one to the next

� On my own text

� On another student’s text

� On a published text

� I’m not yet able to do any of the texts
above, but I understand how it was done
in class.

Editing with coherent subjects

◦ I am confident that

◦ I think that

◦ I am unsure if

I can usually choose words near the start of each
sentence to get coherent topic strings

� On my own text

� On another student’s text

� On a published text

� I’m not yet able to do any of the texts
above, but I understand how it was done
in class.


